ATAXIA~EAST Newsletter ‘Æ’
Dave’s ‘Dithering’s’
Well, it looks like it
has been a terrible year for our
meetings and I am not sure
whether our lovely Christmas
meal will go ahead under these
still uncertain times.
Thanks to Barbara for pointing
out the ‘bleeding obvious’ when it
comes to local council actions and
the disabled. Read about the bus
stop!
AT LAST we have had a meetingall be it by Zoom, a ‘virtual
meeting’ in modern ‘speak’. It was
good to see some familiar faces
and a few new ones. But hopefully
we will get back to a ‘proper’
meeting in the New Year. Fingers
Crossed.
I still have no news on the
Stanground Community Centre as
a venue to meet since Amanda
was supposed to retire from last
September. But as we cannot
meet at the moment I will make
enquiries near the time.
As usual I can only advise you to
take care and stay safe and look
forward to the end of this terrible
situation. Please feel free to
contact me if you just want a
‘natter’.
Dave
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A ‘Virtual’ meeting 24-10-20
I finally organized a meeting with
the help of Steve using his zoom
account. Held on 24th October in
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the afternoon we had 11
members joining in along with
Shana de Figueridosholtz from
the InControl team at AUK,
though she did have to leave
before some of the others were
able to meet her.
Present were Elaine & Phil, Fran,
Stephen, Barbara & Steve, Angie,
Lesley, Sue & I.
Heather Neal & David Bowdrey
along with Rona Graham had
problems logging in so did not
make the meeting – better luck
next time.
Terry, Sheila & Kirstie along with
Claire were unable to attend
because of other commitments.
But it was good to know that
other Æ members had a chance to
join in who are usually unable to
attend ‘proper’ meetings. May be
Zoom could get more to ‘look-in’.
The meeting involved a general
discussion about what had
happened the weekend before
with
the
Annual
‘virtual’
Conference of AUK.
At this we met another new
patron, Robert Perkins, the actor
who has appeared in many
programs including The Bill,
Casualty, Holby City, Rosemary &
Thyme, Midsomer Murders and
has acted at the Royal National
Theatre. Robert’s connection to
ataxia is that his mother and
auntie have ataxia. This will of
course help him promote our
cause.

November 2020
The InControl team gave a
presentation on the work it does
which includes the Friday
afternoon event to keep us
entertained – events like music
and films. The information is
usually circulated to you by
myself.
It was hoped an Advocacy service
could be ‘re-instated’ by AUK as it
would be a great help for
members, something I used years
ago to my benefit and would
welcome its return.
This year the Big Give is being
used again by AUK from the 1st to
the 8th of December, any
donations received via the Big
Give will be doubled. Æ will be
donating £500 from its end of
year account, agreed by those
present, to further the cause.
Elaine & Phil who attended the
Monday morning bit of the
conference informed us that AUK
was hoping to run Zoom sessions
for the different ataxias. There
are now over 100 SCA’s found. It
appears that over 50% of those
diagnosed with ataxia do not
know their SCA number.
Our 1st virtual meeting was
deemed a success and it would be
tried again at the beginning of
December, which would replace
our ‘lost’ meal, probably party
hats should be warn???
After 2hours 40 minutes we went
our separate ways but did not
have to drive home.
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The saga of a BUS SHELTER
The news here in Raunds,
Northamptonshire is that we have
a brand new bus shelter – hurrah!
Can anyone see anything wrong
with it????

It replaces one less than 50 yards
away; the old bus stop didn’t have
a shelter but did have a raised
kerb. So, when the old one was
taken away, the kerbstones were
removed and replaced with new
ones which are the same height as
the ‘normal’ ones.
The new one, (which I have since
learned is part of a new
development of industrial units)
has been moved a little further
down and nearer the ‘T’ junction
– which isn’t ideal. But unlike the
old one, we have a swanky new
shelter – which appears to have
been built the wrong way
around… did any of you spot that?
So, instead of sitting in the shelter
looking out towards the road and
being able to see the bus coming,
this one you have to sit in looking
at the hedgerow and not being
able to see the bus arriving.
Furthermore, it is situated so
close to the new higher kerb
stones, that you couldn’t possibly
get a wheelchair or pushchair

directly in front of the shelter to
get onto the bus. There is a short
length of higher kerb towards the
front, where the bus door should
be – if the bus has a really good
driver.
By chance, I received a general
email from our MP asking if there
was anything we would like to
raise….
So, you all know me, I couldn’t
resist it.
Very quickly I got a message and
an email from the local Town
Councillor, who agreed it was a
‘crazy bus stop’ but that the
‘Town Council’ couldn’t do
anything about it as it was
between the developers of the
industrial estate and the
Highways Dept.
I emailed back with my own
thoughts, especially the fact that
the grass verge has been
tarmacked, so that pedestrians
now have a solid base to use
when having to negotiate around
the bus shelter which now
restricts the pavement.
A while later I was sent a copy of
an email from the Highways Dept.
It said they ‘believed’ there to be
a BT line at the back of the site, so
couldn’t put the shelter there – I
have since pointed out that they
should be saying they ‘believe’
there to be a BT line – they should
know for a fact. But the Highways
dept, went on to say that once
everyone got used to it, they felt
sure people would be more
accepting! How very dare they?
Of course, I offered our
daughter’s services if they wanted
to see someone in a wheelchair
trying to get on a bus there – let’s
face it, Angie’s wheelchair would
block the pavement for any
pedestrians trying to get around
her AND the bus shelter

So, I’m not sure if this is an
ongoing saga or if the local town
council has accepted this poor

excuse as the Highways depts.
‘reasoning’. But it is without
doubt, a very silly situation.
Does anyone else know of such a
bus shelter built this way around?
Barbara
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Another good holiday
Sue and I are always trying to find
a disabled friendly holiday
destination in the uk that would
suit our [and other disabled
peoples] needs. This year had
been particularly difficult because
of Covid. Some thing that was not
in the equation when we booked
it in 2019!
After two or three postponement
by us due to Covid, we settled for
the end of September into the
beginning of October for Irton
House Farm, Isel, Cockermouth,
Cumbria which is at the top of the
Lake
District.
www.irtonhousefarm.co.uk
01768 776380
From the website information it
looked a good place to go, with
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the facilities available. They were
regular advertisers in the Disabled
Motoring magazine so we
thought it would be OK and we
were!

the required precautions. To be
fair being in a self-catering
cottage we had planned for this,
even having a Tesco home
delivery the day after we arrived.

Having 5 cottages to choose from,
all situated on a working farm,
and is set in 240 acres of pasture
and woodland and commands
possibly one of the finest views
found in the Northern Lake
District, sitting in an elevated
position with uninterrupted views
over Skiddaw, Bassenthwaite
Lake and the North Lake District
fells.

We had only one wet day through
the holiday which was good for
late September, my only moan
was that a few mornings we woke
up to white fields due to an
overnight frost which was a shock
to the system.

Sue enjoying the view on an early
sunny morning

The whole week was an enjoyable
experience, living on a working
farm made life interesting even if
you did not go out for the day. Not
being far from Keswick and
Grangemouth gave us plenty of
places to visit but we were being
careful and wary of Covid, though
most places café’s etc had taken
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As more of us are starting to
venture out to various public
spaces such as pubs restaurants
and shopping centres, It is almost
inevitable that we are going to be
using public toilets, but how does
one stay safe when you are using
these
facilities
during
the
Coronavirus pandemic? Arelle, the
continence care specialists explain.
When you consider the amount of
people who use public toilets
throughout the day and the various
regular contact points such as door
handles, toilet seats, flushers, tap
heads and soap dispensers it is
understandable that you may be
concerned about the safety of
public toilets.

Our ‘neigh’-bour all week
The essential part of any holiday

We chose the Shephards Rest
cottage that sleeps 4 people, as 2
other people in our family may
wish to accompany us. In the
event, Sue’s two brothers came
with us, one disabled similar to
myself.

Safe use of Public
Toilets During the
Pandemic

The facilities which were ideal and
had a shower wheelchair
included.

Shephards Cottage ‘sun patio’
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Wearing a mask (unless you are
exempt) is very important, wearing
disposable gloves would also help
you to avoid touching any services
with your bare hands, but make
sure you throw these away as soon
as you leave. If you have cleansing
wipes or disinfectant spray you can
use it to clean surfaces you may
need to touch.
Using your own toilet cover is a
good way of creating a barrier
between you and the toilet seat
and taking your own toilet paper
with you reduces the risks further
still. Putting the toilet lid down
before flushing prevents any germs
from rising from the bowl. Most
important of all, wash and dry your
hands thoroughly after using the
facilities.
You can read more about this and
find out how Arelle can help you
stay safe by
visiting www.arelle.com
Not a promotion by Æ just info.
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Time to Relax
Some memories from Steve
Trafford
Back in the days of tanners and
bobs,
When Mothers had patience and
Fathers had jobs.
When football team families
wore hand me down shoes,
And T.V gave only two channels
to choose.
Back in the days of three penny
bits,
when schools employed nurses
to search for your nits.
When snowballs were harmless;
ice slides were permitted
and all of your jumpers were
warm and hand knitted.
Back in the days of hot ginger
beers,
when children remained so for
more than six years.
When children respected what
older folks said,
and pot was a thing you kept
under your bed.
Back in the days of Listen with
Mother,
when neighbours were friendly
and talked to each other.
When cars were so rare you
could play in the street.
When Doctors made house calls
and Police walked the beat.
Back in the days of Milligan's
Goons,
when butter was butter and
songs all had tunes.
It was dumplings for dinner and
trifle for tea,
and your annual break was a day
by the sea.
Back in the days of Dixon's Dock
Green,
Crackerjack pens and Lyons ice
cream.
When children could freely wear
National Health glasses,
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and teachers all stood at the
FRONT of their classes.
Back in the days of rocking and
reeling,
when mobiles were things that
you hung from the ceiling.
When woodwork and pottery got
taught in schools,
and everyone dreamed of a win
on the pools.
Back in the days when I was a
lad,
I can't help but smile for the fun
that I had.
Hopscotch and roller skates;
snowballs to lob.
Back in the days of tanners and
bobs.
Thanks Steve.

alisongilby@gmail.com
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Still Relaxing
Therapist: Your wife says you
never buy her flowers is that
true?
Patient: I never knew she sold
flowers!
I hate it when people talk all
intellectual and talk about
Mozart when they have never
even seen one of his paintings!
A wife being the romantic sort
sent her husband a text.
“If you are sleeping send me your
dreams.
If you are laughing send me your
smile.
If you are eating send me a
bite.
If you are drinking send me a
sip.
If you are crying send me your
tears.
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I love you”
The husband typically a nonromantic replied – “ I am on the
toilet please advise
Dates for your Diary

THESE ARE STILL UNDER
CONSIDERATION DUE TO
THE CURRENT SITUATION!
1-8 December – AUK BIG
GIVE event.
Early December – Virtual
meeting. T.B.C.
?? Dec 20 – Christmas
Meal – POSTPONED
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